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Abstract. Sottware is today an integral or even main component of various 
service systems. Therefore it is of interest to analyze how software quality is 
related to service quality. Due to somewhat different nature of services and 
software, but also due to historical reasons, software quality models and 
service quality models differ a lot at first look. In an example of widespread 
quality models in service management and software areas, it will be shown 
that substantial level of ali~ment can be reached between these models. 
However, these models use different languages and also contain quality at- 
tributes which can not be translated easily into language of other model. That 
gives reason for further elaboration of both quality models. 

1 Introduction 

Software is often a component (and frequently a main one) in a service system, 
though it is not common to view usage of software as service. When looking at exist- 
ing models of software quality and service quality, we notice that these models differ 
remarkably. We will explore if a common ground can be found between quality 
models developed in two completely different research areas-  software engineering 
and service management. 

It would be good if software engineers could relate quality concepts they know 
well from software engineering to service aspects of their work. Indeed, the work of 
information system (IS) professionals is even more seen as service. At the same time, 
feedback from industry indicates that IS graduates are often weak in customer service 
skills. Insufficient service orientation of IS departments has been also frequently dis- 

cussed (see, for example [21, 28]). Modern practice of IS development requires more 
experts who will be proficient in both developing a service (business) concept and 
building an information system. 

2 Concept of Service 

Meaning of the word 'service' has enlarged in recent times. Traditionally the service 
is understood as a process between human server(s) and human customer(s), where 
customer requires some transformation to be done by server. Though machines and 
software can be used as tools in traditional service, human-human interaction is 
dominant in this definition. A broader meaning of service does not assume that 
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server is human. Instead, server can be a machine or software system (e.g. ATMs, 
electronic shopping systems, Internet services). According to this meaning, use of 
software is also use of service. Still broader meaning of the word ' service' does not 
even assume that customer is human. Instead, customer can also be a machine or 
technical system. That meaning is used in several ways in IS domain. For example, a 
telecommunications network provides services to applications, server offers services 
to client applications (client-server approach), an object has services (in object- 
oriented approach). 

Due to some couple of dozen different sub-meanings of the word 'service', any 
widely applicable definition of service would have unavoidably an abstract nature. 
Some of the general definitions have been provided by Berry [1]: "Service is a deed, 
a performance, or an effort which is rendered by one party for another"; and Gr6n- 
roos (cited in [12]): "A service is an activity or series of activities of more or less 
intangible nature that normally, but not necessarily, take place in interactions be- 
tween the customer and the service employees and/or physical resources or goods 
and/or systems of the service provider, which are provided as solutions to customer 
problems." 

3 S o f t w a r e  S y s t e m s  a r e  also Se rv i ce  S y s t e m s  

Pure service systems in a traditional sense (with dominating human-human com- 
munication) are becoming less common. The difference between manufacturing sys- 
tems and service systems is also eroding. The product is more than a good, it is also 
the service package which delivers and maintains that good for the customer. Service 
becomes an integral part of the product. Pure service system, as well as pure infor- 
mation systems are abstractions - there are flows of material, information and hu- 
mans in almost any process. 
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Software is commonly an element in a larger (computer-based) system, which in- 
cludes also hardware, people, documentation, machines, procedures etc. (Fig. 1). The 
larger system can be a part of still larger system. Software requirements derive from 
system requirements. Purpose of quality of the software is to ensure quality of the 
encompassing service system. It is often said that system requirements must be 
translated (mapped) to requirements to system components (among these, to soft- 
ware). Quality Function Deployment is one of the methods which can be used to do 
this translation. Ideally, the business model of the company and the requirements 
model for the IS must be seamless [17]. However, ff the language used to describe 
requirements at business level (quality of service system) and language used to de- 
scribe requirements at system-component level (for example, quality of software 
component) differ principally, then the translation may be complicated and error- 
prone. Therefore it is desirable to align languages (models) of quality used for serv- 
ice systems and software systems. 

Frequently a traditional human-human service system and a software-dominated 
service system work in parallel. For example, a bank customer can invoke trans- 
actions at ATM or at counter (served by human). Again, if the models used to ana- 
lyze quality of automated service and non-automated service are radically different, 
then interfacing the two systems may be complicated. 

4 Structure of Quality Models 

Both in service quality and software quality, no better representations than attribute- 
based have been devised for modeling quality. The general concept of quality is de- 
composed into number of quality attributes. Quality attributes are usually grouped 
into hierarchical structure, but more complex relationships between quality attributes 
have been used as well, mostly to represent synergy or conflict effects. Mso, relative 
importance of attributes can be estimated. 

Opinions differ about how to find appropriate quality attributes. Some researchers 
advocate a stable, general set of quality attributes while others emphasize tailoring 
the set of quality attributes to concrete situation. For example, the Critical Incident 
Technique [3] uses systematic elicitation of quality attributes hierarchy from a set of 
empirical service incident descriptions (both satisfactory and unsatisfactory inci- 
dents). Usefulness of the generic quality models is the underlying point here. Several 
authors tend to deny usefulness of generic service quality models, either explicitly or 
implicitly, by suggesting to elicitate customer requirements in each separate case. 
That means building the quality model from the scratch. According to this view, 
service systems are too different to get much help from a generic quality model. 
IEEE Standard for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology [14] also provides a list 
of quality attributes with reservation that the list is only an illustrative one. However, 
generic quality models could be useful to provide more elaborated frameworks than 
broad motivational guidelines of type 'customer is a king' [15]. Certainly the cus- 
tomer research provides important data, but it can not be assumed that all significant 
quality attributes can be extracted on the basis of customer input only. Customer re- 
search can also be expensive and require experienced analysts. 
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5 Software Quality Models 

Software quality can be defined as "the degree to which software possesses a desired 
combination of attributes" [14]. Several well-known software quality models 
(Boehm, McCall) consist of sets of quality attributes, which are structured into hier- 
archy. The model developed by ISO [16] uses three-level quality evaluation hierar- 
chy: factors, criteria, metrics. On the highest level, the quality factors represent ag- 
gregate concepts. On the lowest level, the quality metrics can be given quantitative 
or qualitative values. Criteria are refinements of factors. The model proposed in 
IEEE standard [14] has six upper-level quality attributes (factors): 

�9 Functionality 
�9 Reliability (Does the system behave accurately all the time?) 
�9 Usability (Is the system easy to learn and use?) 
�9 Efficiency (The amount of resources required by the system to perform its func- 

tion) 
�9 Maintainability (Is it easy to find mad fix an error in a system? Is is easy to en- 

hance the system?) 
�9 Portability (Is it easy to transfer the system from one environment to another?). 

Though each of the software quality models proposed up to now has a somewhat 
different set of quality attributes, the differences are not large and the models follow 
well a cormnon, established ideology. 

6 Service Quality Models 

Service quality has been a widely discussed concept. Four mainstream definitions of 
quality have been: quality as an excellence, value to customer, conformance to speci- 
fications, meeting and exceeding customer expectations [23]. Nevertheless, more 
extended and deeper definitions of quality have seen sought for recently: "Quality 
isn't something you lay on top of subjects and objects like tinsel on a Christmas tree" 
[22]. We will build our discussion on the following understanding of service quality 
(Fig. 2): Service quality is a f i t  between service provider's process and customer's 
process, but also between other, related processes. 

This definitiort is in accord with several recently developed viewpoints to service 
quality: 
. Process view o f  the customer relationship [27] - the relationship consists of in- 

teractions which may have different content, frequency, duration etc. Interactions 
between server and customer are analyzed from a long-term point of view. Both 
parties of the relationship are engaged in their own processes as well (the pro- 
vider" s process and the customer' s process). 

�9 Extension o f  the concept o f  quality to cover all stakeholders o f  the firm. 
Achieving customer satisfaction is an admirable goal, but a firm is also respon- 
sible to multiple sets of stakeholders (owners, personnel, customers, suppliers, 
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authorities etc), each of whose evaluates the firm on different criteria [10, 13, 
18]. 
Partnership. The claim "Customer is always right" is a too strong abstraction, 
because: (a) limitless adaptation to customer expectations drives costs (a satisfied 
customer is not inevitably a profitable customer); (b) customers may simply not 
know what is possible (R.Normann cited in [27]). Therefore, adaptation must oc- 
cur from both service provider's and customer's side. Note that Figure 2 is sym- 
metric. Indeed, customers may depend on service provider as well (for example, 
due to high switching costs). It makes sense to talk also about requirements to 
customer. 

Customer 

Fig 2. Processes involved in service 

Direct consequences from the definition above are: (a) it is not enough to ask cus- 
tomer to state his needs - both customer and server processes must be understood and 
modelled at appropriate level of detail; (b) one must also look how provider' s process 
and customer's process are fitted to other processes. Output from the service process 
is really only the input to customer's other processes. 

Some of the most well-known generic service quality models are SERVQUAL [29] 
and Gr6nroos' model [8]. Based on empirical data, Zeithaml et al have identified ten 
general criteria most used by customers in judging service quality (Fig. 3). While in 
software quality domain the set of quality attributes is quite stable, service quality 
models vary considerably more. For example, Figure 3 depicts some relationships 
between SERVQUAL and a service quality model proposed by Gilmore and Carson 
[7]. 
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SERVQUAL [291 

�9 Tangibles (appearance of physical facilities, 
equipment, personnel and communication ma- 
terials) 

�9 Reliability (ability to perform the promised 
service dependably and accurately) 

�9 Responsiveness (willingness to help customers 
and provide prompt service) \ 
Competence (possession of the required skills N ~  
and knowledge to perform the service) | 
Courtesy (politeness, respect, consideration, | 
and friendliness of contact personnel) / 
Credibility (trustworthiness, believability, hon- I 
esty of the service provider) 1 
s= ty (fr=dom from danger, risk or doubt) \ 
Access (approachability and ease of contact) ~ 
Communication (keeping customers informed ~ , ,  
in language they can understand and listening to It "4 
them) 

�9 Understanding the Customer (making the effort 
to know customers and their needs) 

Gilmore and Carson [7] 

�9 Physical facilities 

�9 Choice/range of product 

�9 Promotional materials 

�9 Presentation of product 

�9 Price/value for money 

�9 Information advice 

�9 Proactive communication 

�9 Willingness to help 

�9 Accessibility to customers 

Fig 3. Two general service quality models 

Note that the quality attributes in these general quality models are quite different 
from attributes used in software quality models. However, if the service system con- 
tains software then the software quality requirements must be derived from service 
quality requirements. 

7 Aligning Software Quality Model with Service Quality Model 

Next we try to relate service quality attributes to software quality attributes (Fig. 4). 
Quality attributes of the SERVQUAL model appear on the left, while the right col- 
umn provides a list of software quality attributes, which is compiled on basis of the 
documents [14] and [16]. SERVQUAL is a representative service quality model - 
despite of some recent criticism, it has had most influence during the last decade. 
Note that only two quality attributes bear exactly the same names in both models 
(Reliability and Security). Five service quality attributes (Responsiveness, Credibil- 
ity, Access, Communication, Understanding the Customer) can be partly translated 
into one or more software quality attributes. Both models contain also attributes for 
which there are no analogies in other model. Thus the alignment between two mod- 
els is not complete. 
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S E R V Q U A L  serv ice  qua l i ty  mode l  
[29] 

A sof tware  qua l i ty  model .  
Source:  [14, 16] ,/ 

Func t i ona l i t y  
�9 T a n g i b l e s  . . . . . .  ~, * Suitability 

�9 * Completeness 
�9 Re l i ab i l i t y  : �9 Interoperability 

�9 Compliance (with standards 

�9 Respons iveness  . , �9 .- . . . .  �9 �9 a.securityo, regulations) 

�9 Correctness (accordance to 
�9 C o m p e t e n c e  system specifications) 

�9 Cour tesy  ' "" " 
: " '  " Re l i ab i l i ty  

�9 " '" "';" "~' �9 Non-deficiency 
�9 Cred ib i l i t y  '""" "',-i;i,, �9 Robustness 

' �9 Fault Tolerance 
�9 Secur i ty  

�9 ", ", Usab i l i ty  
. . . .  �9 : . . . . . . .  ", . . . ,  . . . . . .  �9 Access  . . . .  ),. . . . . . . . .  " ;  : ,  . . . .  ~I, �9 Understandability 

�9 Leamabil i ty  

�9 C o m m u n i c a t i o n  --;'- . . . . . . . . . . .  : , :  : " ,  "-A �9 Operability 
�9 , . .  �9 �9 Communicativeness 

�9 U n d e r s t a n d i n g  , Ef f i c iency  
the C u s t o m e r  . ' . . . .  I* �9 Time Economy 

�9 -, �9 Resource Economy 
" ' -  �9 Cost 

. . . .  I* M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y  
�9 Analyzabil i ty 
�9 Changeability 

~- s t rong  re la t ion  �9 Testability 
............... �9 w e a k  re la t ion  �9 Reusabili ty 

F i g  4. Relations between attributes of  service quality and software quality 

8 Reasons for non-alignment 

T h e  mos t  i n t e re s t ing  observa t ion  f rom the c o m p a r i s o n  above  is tha t  in  sof tware  
qua l i ty  mode l s  there  are  no  ana log ies  to Courtesy.  In  p r inc ip le ,  Cour tesy  m a y  be  re-  
l a t ed  to  Secur i ty ,  C o m m u n i c a t i v e n e s s  a n d  Cost  (cour tesy  g ives  the  cus tomer  a feel-  
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ing of security and helps to make communication more open; also, customers are not 
willing to pay a psychological cost related due to arrogant servers). These relations 
look however quite artificial. Reason may lay in social dimension that is much more 
explicit and important in human-human interaction than in human-computer inter- 
action. 

The languages used in the models compared above are quite different. That may be 
caused by different historical backgrounds of the fields. Service management has 
traditionally dealt with human-human interaction, though the concept of service has 
enlarged continuously. Therefore the service quality attributes are frequently ex- 
pressed in terms more common to human-human interaction. Software engineering 
has technical roots and service concepts have been only slowly gained influence in 
this field. As it is still uncommon to view usage of software as service, the language 
used in software quality models is more technology-related. 

Another reason for non-alignment seems to hide in mixed use of quality attributes 
of different types in service quality models. The discussion here will benefit from 
distinction of functional/non-functional, 'what'/ '  how' and core/cue attributes. 

Functional and non-functional quality attributes. Distinction of functional and 
non-functional quality attributes (and accordingly - requirements) seems to be more 
common in software than in services. Functional requirements are those specific to 
the system, while non-functional requirements are 'additional' in the sense that these 
are common for all systems and may be usually assumed. Non-functional require- 
ments may also be regarded as constraints to the functional requirements. Of course, 
distinction between functional and non-functional criteria depends on point of view - 
non-functional requirements (e.g. security) can be dealt explicitly as functions of the 
system. 

Courtesy seems to be a non-functional service quality attribute. Social dimension is 
present in any human-human interaction, and indirectly also in human-computer 
interaction. Courtesy may be a functional quality attribute if the customer is ready to 
pay for additional psycho-social benefits acquired due to higher than usual courtesy. 
Should a software service system show respect towards customer and how?. Respect 
to user is not an issue in home-made small software programs, but certainly it is a 
problem in many large information systems. An intelligent software system must be 
able to be courteous. We suggest to consider adding Courtesy to software quality 
models. 

'What' and 'how' quality attributes. It is a good practice in IS requirements engi- 
neering to separate 'what' and 'how' requirements. An analogous thinking is useful 
for quality attributes in general. Some attributes are part of the problem while other 
attributes are part of the solution. Differences in quality models may be explained 
partly by the fact that one model can include solution-oriented attributes while an- 
other model can emphasize underlying, basic attributes. SERVQUAL seems to con- 
tain three 'how' attributes: Tangibles, Competence and Understanding the Customer. 
Indeed, customers are rarely interested in tangibles and competence per se. 

Core and cue attributes. Customers are judging service frequently on service cues 
('little things' or supplemental services). That is because: (a) customers may assume 
that the core offering will be of high quality; (b) typically there is little variability in 
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the core offerings; (c) core quality attributes of the service may be hard to judge [ 13]. 
Quality cues are what the customer observes (price, brand name, country of origin, 
store name), and core quality attributes are what the consumer wants. Often the true 
state of a quality attribute cannot be observed by the individual, but must be inferred 
through the cues [26]. SERVQUAL also seems to contain one cue attribute - Credi- 
bility. The core/cue distinction looks new to software quality. 

9 Service management and software engineering: exchange of 
knowledge and methods 

Manufacturing quality management seems to be more deeply developed than service 
quality management [5, 11]. Indeed, several quality tools and methods which have 
originated in manufacturing, have been recently applied or proposed to be applied to 
service processes (for example, application of robustness concept to service processes 
[25]; application of poka-yoke, or fail-safe methods in services [6]). As for opposite 
example, O'Hara and Frodey [10] transferred a model developed for evaluating serv- 
ice success to manufacturing. Similarly, we expect to see a transfer of methods and 
concepts from IS/software engineering field to services as well. 

Concept of service has enlarged and complexity of service systems has grown. De- 
spite that, public discussion about service quality relies largely on psychological and 
cultural points of view. Services can and should be analyzed from different points of 
view. cultural, psychological, economic, management, organization theory, informa- 
tion systems theory, social etc. Customer service can be viewed even as a performing 
art [30]. Service systems should be analyzed also both in macro-level (in context of 
business environment) and micro-level (single service transaction). Models and 
methods which pretend to comprehensive treatment of services should be therefore 
multi-disciplinary. Service management is seen as not yet a coherent research area 
[9]. Therefore it is natural that different disciplines impact the service management 
perspective. IS development methodologies which seek to integrate service analysis 
and IS design are still rare, for example a SPITS methodology (Strategic Planning of 
IT Services) [19]. As more system thinking approaches to service quality are being 
called for [2, 24], we expect more ideas and concepts to be transferred from 
IS/software engineering field to service management. Recent developments in busi- 
ness modelling [17] and enterprise modelling [4] are examples of how system analy- 
sis methods diffuse into business management domain. It seems also probable that 
some convergence will occur between IS usability analysis and service usability 
analysis. 

Though services are becoming more knowledge- and information-intensive [20], IS 
developers often treat service quality as not being within their range of competence. 
The result will be poor match between service quality models specified by service 
management specialists and software quality models developed by system analysts. 
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10 Conclusion 

Although this exploratory study has found the correspondence between widespread 
models of service quality and software quality to be incomplete, both service man- 
agement and software engineering can benefit by widening and re-interpreting their 
quality languages. 
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